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Fibolucci revisited 
The Fibolucci Problem (Exercise 2) allows a much more efficient solution than 
the one presented in Small Programming Exercises 2. This was pointed out to me 
by Jan Tijmen Udding. Recall the definition of function f: f(0) = 1, f( 1) = 1, and 
for ma0 
f(m+2)=X*f(m)+ Y*f(m+l). 
Let, for m 3 0, r(m) denote 
(Si:O=ZiSm:f(i)*f(m-i)). 
The exercise is to compute r( IV). We have r(0) = 1, r( 1) = 2, and, as may be checked 
easily, for m 3 0 
r(m+2)=X* r(m)+ Y* r(m+l)+X.f(m)+f(m+l). 
As a consequence, for m Z= 0
Hence, 
Since a 4 xCmatrix may be raised to the Nth power in a time proportional to log N, 
determining r(N) requires only logarithmic time. In Small Programming Exercises 
2 a linear solution was presented. 
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Graph computations 
Our new exercises are computations on graphs. We look at some elementary 
exercises this time and save a few more difficult ones for the next issue. 
We distinguish directed and undirected graphs. Both consist of a finite set, whose 
elements are called vertices, and a binary relation on that set. In undirected graphs 
this relation is symmetric and irreflexive. We say that there is an edge between 
vertices x and y of an undirected graph if the relation holds for (x, y)-and, 
consequently, for (y, x). The irreflexivity expresses that undirected graphs have no 
edges between a vertex and that same vertex. 
We now turn to directed graphs. If the relation holds for pair (x, y) of vertices 
we say that the graph has an arc from x to y. Vertex y is then called a successor of 
x, and x a predecessor of y. A path is a sequence r+,, u,, - . . , u, of vertices, 12 0, 
such that for all i, 0 s i < Z, Vi is a predecessor of vi+,. It is a path from u,, to uI and 
it has length I. We say that vertex y is reachable from vertex x if the graph has a 
path from x to y. Notice that every vertex is reachable from itself. 
In order to become acquainted with computations on graphs and with our way 
of representing graphs, we study as an example the problem of determining in a 
directed graph G the set of vertices that are reachable from a given vertex X. 
Graph G is represented by two integer arrays: b(j: 0s j =Z N) and e( i: 0 c i < M). 
N is the number of vertices, and M the number of arcs. The vertices are numbered 
0 through N - 1. Vertexj (0 <j < N) has b( j + 1) - b(j) successors; they are listed- 
in some order-in the segment 
e(i: b(j)si<b(j+l)). 
We have b(0) = 0 and b(N) = M. If a graph G is given in this way by arrays b and 
e we say that assertion suc( G, b, e) holds. If rather than successors the predecessors 
are listed in e we say that PRED( G, b, e) holds. A good exercise to acquaint oneself 
with the graph representation is to write a program that ‘inverts* the arcs of a given 
graph, i.e. to solve S in 
I[N,M:int{N21hM20} 
; bO(j:OsjsN),eO(i:Osi<M): array of int 
{suc( G, 60, eO>} 
; I[ bl(j: O<ja N), el(i: OC i< M): array of int 
; s 
{PRED(G, bl, el)} 
2 
Ihis problem allows a solution that is linear in the number of vertices,,and arcs. 
(Hint: First determine, by inspecting e0, the value of bl and then compute e 1.) 
Problem of the reachable uertices 
We can now formulate the functional specification of our example problem. We 
are requested to determine S in 
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/[N,M,X:int{N?=lhM~OhO~XXN} 
; b(j:O<j<N),e(i:O<i<M): array of int 
{suc.( G, b, e)) 
;I[ r(j: Osj< N): array of boo1 
; s 
{(Aj:O<j<N:r(j)=(vertex j reachable from X))] 
Solution by tripartitioning 
Very much in the vein of the solution strategy of Exercises 3 through 6 we introduce 
as an invarient 
PO: V2 U R( Vl) = R({X}). 
VI and V2 are sets of vertices, and R(U), for U a set of vertices, denotes the set 
of all vertices that are reachable from a vertex in U. Notice that R(0) = 0 and that 
j E R({ j}) for any vertex j. We have to compute R({X}). 
Invariant PO may be intialized with Vl, V2 = {X}, 0. If Vl = 0 the invariant 
implies that V2 = R({X}), i.e. that the answer is recorded in V2. The guard of the 
repetition is, therefore, Vl f 0. We maintain as an additional invariant that sets VI 
and V2 are disjoint: 
Pl: Vl r-l v2=0. 
Per step of the repetition we wish to move one vertex j E Vl from set VI to set V2: 
VI, V2:= Vl\{j}, V2U{j}. (1) 
This assignemnt does not destroy Pl. If PO holds prior to the execution of (1), then 
afterwards 
V2 U R( Vl) U R({j}) = R({X}) 
holds. Comparing this with PO, we observe that we can subsequently reestablish 
PO by seeing to it that 
R({j})c V2U R( Vl). 
Since je V2, this amounts to establishing 
R(S(j))c V2UR(Vl) 
in which S(j) denotes the set of successors of vertex j. 
Consider each k E S( j j: 
(i) If kE VI U V2 we establish (2) by 
Vl := Vl U {k} 
(2) 
(3) 
an assignment that maintains Pl. 
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(ii) If kc Vl condition (2) is satisfied. 
(iii) The case k E V2 requires more care. Condition (2) is satisfied if we extend 
the invariant with 
P2: R(V2)c V2UR(Vl). 
Invariant P2 holds initially. Neither (1) nor (3) destroys P2. 
With PO A Pl A P2 as an invariant the program has the following structure: 
Vl, v2:= {X}, 0 
;do Vl#@ 
+letjE Vl 
; Vl, V2:= Vl\{j}, V2U{j} 
; for each k E S(j): 
ifkgVlUV2+Vl:=VlU{k} 
Cl ke Vl U V2+skip 
fi 
od 
The program terminates, since set V2 grows per step of the repetition. 
We now come to the representation of sets Vl and V2 . In order to determine a 
vertex j E Vl readily, an integer variable nu 1 and an integer array u 1 (j: 0 S j < N) 
are introduced. We maintain as an invariant that nul is the number of vertices in 
Vl and that the vertices in Vl are listed-in some order-in the segment 
ul(j: OSj< nul). 
Given that the selection in the if-construct does not discriminate between Vl and 
V2, we can use boolean array r for the representation of Vl U V2: 
(Aj:OSj<N: r(j)=jE VlU V2). 
For Vl=0 this simplifies to 
,(Aj:Osj<N: r(j)=jE V2) 
which, together with ‘V2 = R({X}), shows that for Vl = 0 the postcondition of the 
specification is indeed satisfied. 
We thus .arrive at the following program text: 
s: I[ nul: int 
; ul(j: OSj< IV): array of int 
; I[ j: int; j:= 0 
;doj#N+r:(j)=(j=X);j:=j+lod 
II 
; nul:= 1; ul: (0)=X 
;donul#O 
-I[ j, i: int 
;j:=ul(nul-l);nul:=nul-1 
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; i:= b(j) 
;doi#b(j+I) 
+l[k: int; k:= e(i) 
;if~r(k)+ul:(nul)=k;nol:=nul+l;r:(k)=tr~e 
0 r(k) + skip 
I/ 
; i:=i+l 
od 
II 
od 
In the inner repetition each arc of G is processed at most once. Therefore, the 
number of steps of the inner repetition is, over the whole computation, bounded 
by the number of arcs. The two other repetitions are bounded by the number of 
vertices of G. The execution time of the program is, consequently, linear in the 
number of vertices and arcs of graph G. 
At any point during the computation the set of vertices is partitioned into three 
(possibly empty) subsets: V2, Vl, and the other vertices. Call these the black vertices, 
the grey vertices, and the white vertices respectively. This tripartitioning of the set 
of vertices is a rather general technique in graph computations. Initially there is 
one grey vertex and all others are white. At every step of the repetition one grey 
vertex is coloured black and all its white successors are coloured grey. In the end 
all reachable vertices are black. Invariant PO expresses that the reachable vertices 
are black or reachable from a grey vertex. The grey vertices, in a sense, represent 
the remaining “colouring obligations”. Invariant P2 expresses that every white 
vertex that is reachable from a black vertex is reachable from a grey vertex as well. 
In general this invariant can be guaranteed to hold by disallowing arcs from black 
to white vertices, a condition satisfied by our solution. 
The three new exercises we present may all be solved by the tripartitioning 
technique. In my solutions, Exercise 11 requires two additional integer arrays, 
Exercise 12 three, and Exercise 13 two integer arrays and a boolean array, all of 
length N. In the program above it is immaterial which grey vertex is coloured black 
at each step of the repetition. (The particular choice made is known as depth-first 
search.) In the three new exercises this choice is arbitrary as well. Just like the 
problem above, they allow solutions that are linear in the number of vertices and 
arcs (edges). In the next issue we will encounter an exercise in which a particular 
grey vertex should be selected. The computation of the selection makes the solution 
of that exercise nonlinear. 
A cycle in a directed graph is a path whose length is at least 1 and of which the 
first and the last vertex are the same. A graph that contains a cycle is called cyclic; 
a graph without a cycle is called acyclic. 
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Exercise 11: acyclicity 
Find a statement list S such that 
I[ N,M:int{N~l~M~0} 
; b(j: OSj S IV), e( i: OS i < M): array of int 
{suc(G, b, e)) 
; I[ ac: boo1 
: s 
{ac = (G is acyclic)} 
II 
II 
Exercise 12: a longest path in an acyclic graph 
Each acyclic graph has a finite maximum for the lengths of its paths. The purpose 
of this exercise is to record one of the paths that attains that maximum length. 
Determine a statement list S such that 
; b(j:Osj<N),e(i:04i<M): array of int 
{suc( G, b, e) A G acyclic} 
; I[ k: int 
; p(j: 0Sj-C N): array of int 
; s 
{p(j: 0 =z j < k) records, in order, the vertices of some 
longest path in G} 
II 
II 
The next exercise deals with an undirected graph. Vertices x and y are called 
neighbours if there is an edge between them. Vertex j, 0 <j < N, has b( j-t 1) - b(j) 
neighbours. These neighbours are listed-again, in some order-in the segment 
e( i: b(j) s i < b(j + 1)). If an undirected graph G is given in this way we say that 
NEIGH( G, b, e) holds. Notice that each edge (x, y) is recorded twice: y as a neighbour 
of x, and x as a neighbour of y. The length of array e, consequently, equals twice 
the number of edges of G. A path in an undirected graph is a sequence of vertices 
in which any two successive vertices are neighbours. An undirected graph is called 
connected if there is a path between every two vertices. It is called bipartite if there 
exists a subset of the set of vertices such that every edge has exactly one vertex in 
that subset. 
Exercise 13: checking whether a graph is bipartite 
Find a statement list S such that 
I[ N,M:int{NSlhM~O} 
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; b(j: 0 sj s N), e( i: 0 S i < M): array of int 
{NEIGH( G, b, e) A G connected} 
; I[ bip: boo1 
: s 
{ bip = (G is bipartite)} 
31 
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Solution of Exercise 9 (problem of the mirrors) 
With N mirrors, numbered 0, 1,. . . , N - 1, placed at positions X( i)/2, we have 
to find a statement list S that determines whether there exists a sequence of reflections 
that moves a point from a given position I to a given position J: 
I[ N, I,.!: int (Nz2) 
; X( i: 0s i < N): array of inf {X is increasing} 
; I[ b: boo1 
; s 
{b = “there exists a sequence of reflections from I to J”} 
II 
II 
With p representing the point’s position a reflection in mirror i followed by a 
reflection in mirrorj corresponds to 
p:=X(j)-X(i)+p. 
As a consequence, the possible values of 
(Si:Oci<N: bi*X(i)) (4) 
for (S i: 0 s i < N: bi) = 0, bi integer, are the possible net distances over which a 
point can be moved by an even number of reflections. 
Let, for lsi<N, 
ci = -(S j: 0s j < i: bj). 
Then, as can be checked easily, (4) equals 
(Si: l<i<N: Ci*(X(i)-X(i-1))). (5) 
Consequently, position / is reachable from position I by an even number of 
reflections if and only if there exist integer values ci, 1 c i < N, such that J - I = (5). 
Since the first reflection moves point I to X(h) - I for some h, position J is reachable 
from position I by an odd number of reflections if and only if there exist an h, 
0 c h < N, and integer values ci, 1s i < N, such that 
J-X(h)+Z=(5). (6) 
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By incrementing the ci’s for 1 s is h by 1, (5) increases by X(h) - X(0). Con- 
sequently, if there exist Ci’s such that (6) then there also exist ci’s such that 
.Z-X(h)+Z+X(h)-X(O)=(5) 
which equals 
J-x(o)+z=(5) 
Since X is increasing, (5) is a linear combination of positive numbers. There 
is an elementary result from number theory that deals with the expressibility of 
values as linear combinations of positive numbers: 
Let S = {fO, . . . , fk- ,} be a nonempry set of k positive numbers. Then 
(E co,. . . , ck-, :: x=(Si:O~i<k:c,*l;)) 
=(Em ::x=m*gcd(S)) 
(gcd( S) denotes the greatest common divisor of the elements of set S.) Its con- 
sequence is that J is reachable from Z by a sequence of reflections if and only if 
(J-Z)modgcd({X(i)-X(i-1)1l~i<N})=O 
v(.Z-X(O)+Z)modgcd({X(i)-X(i-l)[l<i<N})=O. 
The computation thus boils down to computing this greatest common divisor and 
checking the condition above. 
In the repetition we maintain the invariant 
g=gcd({X(i)-X(i-l)jlci<cj})A2<j<N. 
The variables are initialized at j = 2 and g = X( 1) -X(O). We could choose j # N 
as our guard. However, since once 
(J-Z)modg=Ov(.Z-X(O)+Z)modg=O 
becomes true it remains so, we can strengthen the guard with its negation. We record 
J - Z and _Z - X(0) + Z in local variables JZ and JXZ respectively. 
S: I[ JZ, ZXZ, j, g: int 
;_Zz,_Zxz:=.Z-Z,J-x(o)+z 
;j,g:=2,X(l)-X(0) 
;doj#N~.ZZmodg#O~JXZmodg#O 
+I[ h: int 
; h:=X(j)-X(j-1) 
;doh#O+g,h:=h,gmodhod 
II 
; j:=j+l 
od 
; b:=(JZmodg=OvJXZmodg=O) 
II 
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Solution of Exercise 10 (largest bounded square) 
It is requested to find a statement list S such that 
I[M,N,X,Y:int{M>lAN>lhX~Y} 
;A(i,j:Osi<lU~h~j<N): array of int 
{(Ai,j:O<i<M-lhO<j<N:A(i,j)sA(i+l,j)) 
h(Ai,j:O<i<&fhO=Gj<N-l:A(i,j)sA(i,j+l))} 
; I[ a: int 
; s 
{a=(MAXh:haO 
A(Ek,f:OGk<M-hAOGl<N-h: BS(k,l,h)): h)} 
II 
II 
inwhich,forO~k~M-h,O~I~N-h,andhLO,BS(SI,h)denotes 
(Ai,j:k~i<k+h~l<j<I+h:XGA(i,j)<Y). 
Just like we did in Exercises 3 through 6 we obtain a function C( m, n) from the 
postcondition. We let m -h be the upper bound of k and n the lower bound of 1, 
i.e.wedefineforOGm<MhOsn<N: 
C(m,n)=(MAXh: hz0 
A(Ek,l:O<kGm-hAn<lGN-h:BS(k,I,h)):h). 
C(m, n) is the largest size of any bounded square in the rectangle 
A(k,l:OGk<mAnsl<N) 
Consider the definition of C(m, n). Since the nonemptyness of the domain of k 
requires h d m, we have 
C(m, n)sm. (7) 
The nonemptyness of the domain of I requires h s N - n. Consequently, 
C(m, n)c N-n. (8) 
Moreover, since BS( k, f, 0) holds, we have C( m, n) 2 0. 
The postcondition is 
a = C( M, 0). 
We adopt, analogous to Exercises 3 through 6, the following invariant. 
P: a max C( m, n) = C( M, 0) 
Aa~Oha~m~MhO~n~N-a. 
The lower bound of m is suggested by the fact that, according to (7), 
a max C(a, n) = a. (9) 
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upper bound of n is prompted by the observation that, according to (8), 
amaxC(m, N-a)=a. 
We have thus, by (9) and (lo), 
(10) 
Pn(m=avn=N-a) 3 a=C(kI,O). 
We choose m # a A n # N-u as the guard of the repetition. The repetition may be 
initialized with m, n, u = M, 0,O. In the repetition m is decreased and n + a increased. 
A suitable bound function is, therefore, m + N - n - a. 
Since A is ascending in both arguments, we have for h 2 1 
BS(~,I,~)~A(~,I)~XAA(~+~-~,I+~-~)~Y. (11) 
The program relies on the fact that the three properties below follow from PA m # a A 
nf N-u: 
(i) A(m-1-u,n)<X 3 umaxC(m,n)=amaxC(m,n+l), 
(ii) Afm-l,n+u)>Y 3 umaxC(m,n)=umaxC(m-l,n), 
(iii) A(m-l-u,n)sXhA(m-l,n+u)S Y 3 umaxC(m,n) 
=(u+l)maxC(m,n). 
Before proving the properties above we present the resulting program text. 
S: I[ 172, n: int 
; m, n a := M, 0,O {P} 
;dom#uAn#N-a 
+ if A(m-I-u,n)<X 
+{amaxC(m,n)=amaxC(m,n+l)} n:=n+I 
0 A(m-l,n+a)> Y 
+{amaxC(m,n)=umaxC(m-I,n)} m:=m-1 
OA(m-1-u,n)3XAA(m-l,n+a)sY 
+(umaxC(m,n)=(a+l)maxC(m,n)) u:=a+l 
fi {P) 
od {Ph(m=uvn=N-a) and, hence, u=C(M,O)} 
The bound function m + N - n - a is initially M + N. Since each step of the repetition 
decreaes it by 1, the execution time of the program is linear in M + N. 
Proof of (i): Let h 3 a + 1. According to (11) 
BS(k, n, h) =S A(k, n)zX. (12) 
Assume A(m-1-a,n)<X. For all k such that Osksm-l-a we have then, 
since A is ascending in its first argument, A(k, n) < X and, by (12), lBS(k, n, h). 
a max C(m, n) 
=umaxC(m,n+l)max(MAXh:h~O 
A(Ek:O<kSm-h:BS(k,n,h)):h). 
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Since~BS(k,n,h)holdsforall0~k~m-l-aand,byh~a+l,forallO~k~ 
m - h, the existential quanti~cation above is false. Consequently, a max C( m, n) = 
a max C(m, n+ 1). 
Proof of (ii): Similar to the proof above. 
Proofof (iii}: From the definition of C(m, n) and the fact that, according to (I I), 
the left-hand side of (iii) implies BS( m - 1 - a, n, a + 1) we conclude C( m, n) 2 a + 1, 
which is equivalent to a max C( m, n) = (a + I ) max C( M, n ). 
